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ABSTRACT: Reversible interaction between intrinsically disor-
dered proteins (IDPs) is considered as the driving force for
liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS), while the detailed
description of such a transient interaction process still remains a
challenge. And the mechanisms underlying the behavior of IDP
interaction, for example, the possible relationship with its inherent
conformational fluctuations and sequence features, remain elusive.
Here, we use atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to
investigate the reversible association of the LAF-1 RGG domain, the
IDP with ultra-low LLPS concentration (0.06 mM). We find that the
duration of the association between two RGG domains is highly
heterogeneous, and the sustained associations essentially dominate
the IDP interaction. More interestingly, such sustained associations are mediated by a finite region, that is, the C-terminal region
138−168 (denoted as a contact-prone region). We noticed that such sequence tendency is attributed to the extended conformation
of the RGG domain during its inherent conformational fluctuations. Hence, our results suggest that there is a certain region in this
low-complexity IDP which can essentially dominate their interaction and should be also important to the LLPS. And the inherent
conformational fluctuations are actually essential for the emergence of such a hot region of IDP interaction. The importance of this
hot region to LLPS is verified by experiment.
KEYWORDS: intrinsically disordered proteins, interaction hot region, molecular dynamics simulation, conformation fluctuation,
liquid−liquid phase separation, sustained association

■ INTRODUCTION
Protein−protein interactions (PPIs) are crucial determinants
in the biological function of proteins.1,2 The traditional
paradigm of PPIs is about the structural proteins wherein
PPIs exhibit high stability and commonly occur on the specific
sites with certain sequence features.3−7 Hence, such PPIs are
determined by the conformation and sequence of structural
proteins.8,9 On the other hand, there are numerous proteins
that lack a unique structure and tend to harbor low-complexity
sequence domains (LCDs). They are denoted as intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs).10−12 Their interactions are directly
related to many biological functions13,14 such as mediating the
assembly of biomolecule condensates15−20 through liquid−
liquid phase separation (LLPS). Sufficient interaction between
IDPs should be demanded for the formation and maintenance
of LLPS, especially for the IDPs with exceptionally low critical
concentration.16,21,22 On the other hand, the interaction
between IDPs is considered to be transient and devoid of
specific binding sites, which are distinct from their structural
counterpart.23−25 To date, it is still a big challenge to
comprehensively and quantitatively characterize the IDP
interaction. Moreover, IDPs continuously undergo inherent

conformational fluctuations, whose impact on IDP interaction
and the underlying sequence features also remain elusive.
There have been several experimental studies on the

interaction between IDPs along with their conformation
features.15,21,23,25−35 For example, single-molecular Förster
resonance energy transfer−fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy (smFRET-FCS) experiments of Tau demonstrated that
under LLPS condition, Tau adopted a rather extended
conformation ensemble which facilitated protein interac-
tions.36 Moreover, there have been also studies combining
experiments with bioinformatic analysis to discuss the
interaction mode of intrinsically disordered LCDs with respect
to their sequence characteristics. For example, a combination
of the bioinformatics analysis with NMR experiment showed
that phase separation of DDX4 disordered low-complexity
domain was governed by cation−π interactions between
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repeatedly spaced RG/GR and FG/GF dipeptides.37 Although
much has been learned in these studies, the comprehensive
descriptions about the reversible interaction of IDP as well as
its relationship with the inherent conformational fluctuations
and sequence features of IDP are still limited.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely

used to decipher the behaviors of protein. The phase behaviors
of IDP condensate and the relationship with IDP sequence are
studied by the coarse-grained MD simulations and analytic
theory,38−45 for example, the sequence-dependent phase
behavior of the synthetic proteins,38,42 the impact of varying
charge patterning on phase behavior of LAF-1 LCD and
DDX4,40,41 as well as the response of IDP phase diagram to the
change of sequence distribution of charged residues.39,43,45

Meanwhile, the conformational properties of various IDPs are
widely studied by both atomic and coarse-grained MD
simulations and combined with the discussion of sequence
effect.46−51 On the other hand, quantitative descriptions of the
reversible IDP association and the relationship with conforma-
tional fluctuations and sequence features of IDP are still
lacking due to the absence of a simulation with higher
precision.
LAF-1 is recognized as a typical protein involved in

LLPS15,21 and drives the assembly of P granules, the
membraneless organelle involved in Caenorhabditis elegans
embryos.15,21,52,53 It contains an N-terminal low-complexity
domain, that is, the intrinsically disordered R/G-rich (RGG)
domain15 which undergoes considerable conformational
fluctuation.23,29,30 Previous studies have shown that RGG
domain is important to the LLPS mediated by LAF-1, and the
isolated RGG domain can sufficiently engender LLPS in vitro
with the critical concentration as low as 0.06 mM.40 In other
words, LAF-1 RGG domain can serve as a representative IDP
system.
Here, we use unbiased all-atom MD simulations to

investigate the interaction between two LAF-1 RGG domains.
In addition to the transient contact between IDPs with the
duration of tens of nanoseconds, there are sustained contact
events with considerably higher stability and the duration of

hundreds-nanoseconds. Such sustained associations dominate
the interaction between IDPs and, more strikingly, exhibit an
intriguing sequence tendency. There is a finite region (i.e., C-
terminal 138−168 residues, denoted as contact-prone region)
that has much higher propensity (more than twice of the other
regions) to interact with the other IDP. The dynamics of IDP
association especially the emergence of such contact-prone
region of IDPs are related to their inherent conformational
fluctuations: IDPs with relatively compact conformation likely
form transient contact, while the relatively extended con-
formation facilitates interaction through certain regions to
realize stable association and the resulting sequence tendency.
Besides, extended conformation can induce the entangling of
two IDPs which can also accomplish sustained association.
Moreover, our results suggest the conformational fluctuations
of IDPs are essential for the emergence of such intriguing
sequence tendency. The importance of contact-prone region to
the LLPS mediated by the interaction of LAF-1 RGG domain
is verified by the phase diagram experiment.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conformation of the LAF-1 RGG Domain

The sequence of the intrinsically disordered RGG domain of
LAF-1 is shown in Figure S1. The 168-residues fragment RGG
domain is conceived as the low-complexity domain (LCD)
which is rich in arginine and glycine (59 and 24 in total,
respectively) and sufficient to form liquid-like protein droplets
in vitro.15,21 We first study the conformation ensemble of LAF-
1 RGG domain based on the trajectory of single-protein
system. The radius of gyration (Rg) of monomeric RGG
domain spans a broad range from 1.8 to 6.4 nm, suggesting the
significant conformational change of RGG domain (Figure
1A). Moreover, we notice the distribution of Rg can be well
fitted by double-Gaussian function with the peaks at Rg = 3.95
and 2.25 nm, and the crossover region locates at Rg ∼ 2.8 nm
(see Table S1 for more detailed information). Double-
Gaussian distribution of Rg indicates that the conformational
ensemble of protein can be treated as two domains, that is,

Figure 1. Conformational ensemble of LAF-1 RGG domain. (A) Rg distribution of the monomeric LAF-1 RGG domain. Double-Gaussian fitting
curve is shown as the red line. Two Gaussian peaks are locate at Rg = 2.25 and 3.95 nm, and the crossover region is at around Rg = 2.80 nm. (B)
Representative configurations of the LAF-1 RGG domain corresponding to two peaks. IDPs are colored with N- and C-terminal in red and blue,
respectively.
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compact conformation and stretched conformation, with the
corresponding population of 30 and 70%. The representative
conformations are shown in Figure 1B.
In addition, the asphericity (Asphe) is used to estimate the

protein conformational anisotropy and defined as54

= < > < >I IAsphe 1 3( / )2 1
2

where I1 = Ix + Iy + Iz, I2 = IxIy + IxIz + IzIy, and Ix, Iy, and Iz are
the moments of inertia along three principal axes.55 The
contour map of protein conformation with respect to Rg and
Asphe shows an apparent diagonal distribution (Figure S2),
and the domain corresponding to the compact structure is well
separated from other regions. In other words, Rg could largely
describe the conformation ensemble of this IDP and identify
the population of the compact configuration (state I). We
notice that the region with the highest probability and lowest
free energy distributes at around Rg = 2.25 nm and Asphe =
0.03, corresponding to the compact configuration. This
structure is thus selected as the initial conformation of LAF-
1 RGG domain for the subsequent simulation about the
protein interaction. IDPs with a stretched structure, that is, Rg
= 3.95 nm, considered as the free energy excited state, are also
adopted as the initial conformation to comprehensively
describe the behavior of IDP association (Figure S3).

Reversible Association between LAF-1 RGG Domains
The interaction between IDPs is considered to be essential for
the formation and mediation of phase separation.25,56−58

Because of the absence of a unique structure, the behavior of
IDP interaction should be distinct from that of the structural
proteins.59 To characterize the behaviors of IDP association,
we construct the system of two RGG domains (i.e., double-
protein system). Two proteins are placed with an initial center-
of-mass (COM) distance of 6 nm. 17 independent trajectories
are obtained to evaluate the interaction between IDPs, and the
accumulated simulation time is up to 18 μs.
RGG domains continuously undergo reversible association

throughout the simulation; that is, they dissociate and
subsequently diffuse before reapproaching each other (Figures
S4 and S5). An effective association event is defined as the
atom contact number >200 and two proteins keeping contact
for more than 5 ns. A series of effective association events with
varying durations are observed, and the most sustained
association lasts up to 1069 ns. Figure 2A shows several
representative structures of this sustained association, including
the initial contact (at t = 371.0 ns) and the intermediate (t =
814.8 ns) and final (t = 1439.7 ns) stages of association.
A total of 57 effective association events are obtained. The

survival probability of IDP association S(t) (Figure 2B) is

Figure 2. Reversible association between LAF-1 RGG domains. (A) Representative snapshots of a reversible association: the initial contact (at t =
371.0 ns) and the intermediate (at t = 814.8 ns) and final (at t = 1439.7 ns) stages. IDPs are colored with N- and C-terminal in red and blue,
respectively. Two IDPs are highlighted by blue and green outlines separately. (B) Survival curve of the reversible association events. (C) Summary
of association duration. A total of 57 association events are categorized into sustained association and transient contact with the threshold value of
duration 100 ns.
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defined as the ratio of association events that can maintain up
to time t (i.e., with a duration longer than t). We notice that
the decay of survival probability can be described as a double-
exponential function:

= × + ×S t A t A t( ) exp( / ) (1 ) exp( / )1 2

where A and (1−A) are the weighting factors for the fast and
slow decay modes, and τ1 and τ2 are the time constants for the
two decay modes. And the time constants τ1 = 33.10 ± 0.87 ns
and τ2 = 316.56 ± 10.60 ns; partition coefficient A = 0.745 ±
0.009. The double-exponential decay profile of the survival
probability suggests there are two types of IDP association:
most (i.e., A = 74.5%) are transient contacts with short
duration, and the rest (25.5%) are stable associations with

much longer duration. The duration of these 57 association
events is summarized in Figure 2C. Clearly, the duration of
these spontaneous association events is highly heterogeneous,
whereby the longest association can reach 1 μs, and some
transient contacts only last 8 ns. The weighting factor 1−A
(25.5%) corresponds to 14 out of 57 association events, and
the resulting threshold value of duration is 100 ns. In other
words, 57 association events are thus categorized into two
groups according to their duration, that is, sustained
association (duration >100 ns) and transient contact (duration
<100 ns). Moreover, the threshold value of duration is also
consistent with the weighted mean of time constants based on
double-exponential fitting (i.e., τ̅ = Aτ1 + (1−A) τ2 = 105.4
ns). The evolutions of the atom contact number in several

Figure 3. Interaction mode for two series of IDP associations. (A) Representative configuration of RGG domains in a sustained association. The
IDPs are colored in white-to-red and white-to-blue (from N-terminus to C-terminus) separately. The enlarged drawing depicts the hydrogen bonds
and salt bridges between two IDPs and the corresponding residues which largely distribute in the C-terminal region. (B) Distribution of the contact
fraction of residues (i.e., the time fraction of being in contact with the other IDP). (C) Contact fraction of sequence profile in sustained association
(red) and transient contact (black). The C-terminal region dominating the sustained association is highlighted by shaded area.
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representative trajectories are shown in Figure S5. The atom
contact number in sustained association (upper panel) is
considerably higher than in transient contacts (lower panel). It
should be noted that although sustained association only
accounts for 1/4 of association events, they contribute to
three-quarter of accumulated association duration: 4736 ns out
of 6020 ns. In other words, the sustained association
dominates the IDP interaction throughout all simulations!
In the reversible IDP association, even though the transient

contact more or less resembles the preconceived nonspecific
contact between structural proteins, that is, the conventional
protein−protein interactions (PPIs), the dominant long-lasting
association is quite different. In other words, a considerable
portion of reversible associations between IDPs may be
stronger than the conventional PPIs of structural counterpart
and is, therefore, conducive to the formation and maintenance
of condensed phase. It should be noted that such stable
association still remains reversible and does not lead to protein
aggregation. To further study the mechanisms underlying the
associations with different durations, especially the formation
of the long-lasting association, two series of associations (i.e.,
sustained association and transient contact) are investigated
separately. The alternative threshold values of duration (i.e., 80
and 120 ns) to discriminate sustained association and transient
contact are also considered to evaluate the sensitivity of the
analysis result to the choice of the threshold value (Figures S6
and S7).
Comparison of the IDP Interactions with Different
Durations

Different types of interactions are considered, including
hydrogen bond, salt bridge, pi−pi stacking, and cation−pi
interaction60,61 (Figure S8). There are 5.14 hydrogen bonds
and 1.83 salt bridges between RGG domains, considerably
more than pi-related interaction (i.e., 0.62 pi−pi stacking and
0.26 cation−pi interaction). The interaction between RGG
domains can be largely attributed to the hydrogen bond and
salt bridge, which is consistent with the fluorescence recovery
after the photobleaching (FRAP) experiment of LAF-1 RGG
domain.40 The IDP interaction in sustained association is quite
stable, and both hydrogen bond and salt bridge are commonly
observed (89 and 57% of association duration, respectively).
The average numbers of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are
5.96 and 2.17, respectively. Figure 3A shows a representative
configuration of sustained association, with 3 hydrogen bonds
and 3 salt bridges. On the other hand, the interaction between
IDPs in transient contact is much weaker. The occurrence of
hydrogen bond and salt bridge is less frequent (55 and 19% of
association duration, respectively). There are only 1.52
hydrogen bonds, corresponding to a fifth of the value in
sustained association (5.96). Moreover, the average salt bridge
number is only 0.34, only one-sixth of that in the sustained
association (2.17).
Our results suggest that there are distinct interaction modes

of IDPs with respect to duration time. In transient contact, the
IDP interaction is rather weak and resembles the nonspecific
interaction of structural proteins. On the other hand, there are
considerably more hydrogen bonds and salt bridges between
IDPs which are essential to maintain sustained association.
We further calculate the time fraction of the residues being

in contact with the other IDP (Figure 3B) to characterize their
propensities to participate in IDP association. The distribu-
tions of residue propensities in two series of associations are

quite different. For transient contact, all residues share a rather
low yet similar propensity to participate in IDP interaction:
there are 154 out of 168 residues whose propensity is less than
6%, and the residues with a contact propensity larger than 8%
are absent. As for sustained association, the residue propensities
are higher and rather heterogeneous. For most residues (156
out of 168 residues), their propensities are larger than 8%.
More strikingly, the propensity of some specific residues even
exceeds 20%. In short, residues show a similarly limited
tendency to be involved in the IDP interaction with short
duration (i.e., transient contact), exhibiting the characteristic of
random contact. On the other hand, there are residues with an
extraordinary tendency to participate in the IDP interaction
with long duration (i.e., sustained association).
The contact fraction of sequence profile is shown in Figure

3C. The tendency of a residue to participate in the IDP
interaction with long duration (i.e., sustained association) is
considerably heterogeneous. Interestingly, residues with high
propensity (more than 20%) are distributed in the C-terminal
region, especially in the region of 138−168. The average
propensity of residues in the C-terminal region 138−168 is
twice that of the other regions (i.e., 22% vs 12%). Although
this region only accounts for 17% of the sequence, it
contributes more than a third of hydrogen bonds (35%) and
salt bridges (38%) (Figure S9). This region serves as the hot
region of sustained association and is then denoted as the
contact-prone region. In transient contact, the propensity of all
residues participating in the IDP interaction keeps less than
8%. And the enhancement of propensity in the C-terminal
region 138−168 is absent. The contributions of hydrogen
bond (16%) and salt bridge (19%) of this region are similar to
its sequence proportion (17%). Similar phenomena of the
enrichment of residues’ propensity in the C-terminal region
can be observed in the sustained association based on the other
threshold values of duration (i.e., 80 ns and 120 ns, Figures S6
and S7). Taken together, the IDP interaction in sustained
association is considerably enhanced, and more strikingly, the
enhancement of IDP interaction is accompanied by the
emergence of sequence tendency!
In the C-terminal region 138−168, there are 6 positively

charged residues (all ARG) and 6 negatively charged residues.
The proportion of charged residues in this region is modestly
higher than the overall proportion of whole protein (38% vs
26%). Similarly, the proportion of ARG which is considered to
be important for the LLPS of RGG domain is mildly higher
than the sequence proportion (19% vs 14%). Besides, the
proportion of the polar residues, that is, SER, ASN, and GLN,
in this region is also relatively higher than the overall
proportion of whole protein (32% vs 21%). As for the
aromatic TYR, its proportion (6.5%) is comparable to the
sequence proportion (6.6%). The conformation analysis of
IDP monomer based on single-protein system (Figure S1) shows
that both termini tend to be exposed among which the C-
terminal region is even more exposed than its N-terminal
counterpart. Besides, relatively higher propensities of charged
residues (e.g., ARG) and polar residues in the C-terminal
region facilitate the formation of hydrogen bonds and salt
bridges and the consequent sustained association between IDPs.
Among these residues, ARG makes significant contribution to
the salt bridge (100%) and hydrogen bond (55%). Thus, this
region may serve as an essential component of LLPS
engendered by the LAF-1 RGG domain. And the replacement
of ARG may affect the IDP interaction, especially the
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preference to the C-terminal region. It should be noted that
the LAF-1 RGG domain we study is an IDR isolated from
LAF-1 protein. To better understand the biological relevance
and the interaction behavior of RGG domain as a part of LAF-
1 protein, for example, the identified hot region, it is essential
to discuss the possible impact of the presence of the attached
folded domain of multidomain LAF-1 in a future work.
As indicated by our results, transient contact between IDPs

resembles nonspecific random contact between structural
proteins, while the IDP interaction in sustained association is
rather stable and exhibits an exceptional sequence tendency.
Residues in the C-terminal region have a higher propensity to
participate in the IDP interaction which may result from the
abundance of charged and polar residues and the charge
neutralization. In short, even though LAF-1 RGG domain is
considered to harbor low-complexity sequence, their inter-
action can be largely attributed to a finite hot region (denoted
as contact-prone region). The existence of such finite hot region
with similar propensity can be also found in the simulation
with stretched initial structures of IDPs (i.e., Rg = 3.95 nm,
Figure S3). The behaviors of sustained IDP interaction,
especially the emergence of contact-prone region, are distinct
from the nonspecific contact of structural proteins.
Conformation of IDPs in the Associations with Different
Durations

Figure 4 A,D shows the representative configurations of two
series of associations. The N- and C-terminals of IDP are
colored red and blue, respectively. The outlines with different
colors are used to distinguish two proteins. In sustained
association, both proteins adopt relatively expanded conforma-

tion, and the corresponding Rg are 4.38 and 3.47 nm (Figure
4A). Such expanded conformation should facilitate the
formation of sustained association through the exposure of a
certain region, that is, contact-prone region. As for transient
contact, both proteins are rather compact, and the correspond-
ing Rg is 1.98 and 2.09 nm (Figure 4D). The tendency of IDPs
to associate through a certain region thus diminishes.
Additional configurations of the association of IDPs with
different compactness are shown in Figure S10.
We further analyze the protein conformation and contact

matrix for the association events with different durations. The
intra-chain contact matrices of RGG domains of two series of
associations are shown in Figure S11. The contact matrix of
sustained association is concentrated near the diagonal,
corresponding to a stretched configuration. On the other
hand, the contact matrix in transient contact exhibits a dispersed
distribution with higher propensity in the region far away from
the diagonal, indicating a rather compact structure with more
intra-chain contact. The distributions of the conformation of
RGG domain of two series of associations are also considered
(Figure 4B, sustained association, Figure 4E, transient contact).
As mentioned in the previous section, the LAF-1 RGG domain
undergoes considerable conformational fluctuations and
exhibits a double-Gaussian distribution of Rg with the
crossover region at 2.80 nm. Thus, the conformational
ensemble of IDP can be roughly categorized into stretched
conformation (i.e., Rg > 2.8 nm) and compact conformation (i.e.,
Rg < 2.8 nm), and their lifetimes are estimated to be 12.69 and
3.34 ns, respectively. The symmetrized contour map of protein
conformation in the association shows a two-dimensional

Figure 4. Conformation and contact matrix of RGG domain for two series of associations. Representative snapshots of two series of associations:
sustained association (A); transient contact (D). IDPs’ N- and C-terminals are colored in red and blue, respectively. And two IDPs are highlighted by
blue and green outlines separately. Contour maps of the Rg of two proteins in sustained association (B) and transient contact (E). The red dotted box
marks the region with Rg < 2.8 nm. Contact matrix for sustained association (C) and transient contact (F). The contact-prone region is marked by a red
dashed line.
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probability density map in terms of the Rg of two proteins. The
distributions of protein conformation in two series of
associations are quite different. For sustained association, the
contour map shows a broad conformational distribution. In
most cases (81%), at least one protein adopts stretched
conformation (i.e., Rg > 2.8 nm). On the other hand, the
conformation distribution corresponding to transient contact
concentrates in compact conformation (i.e., Rg < 2.8 nm). For
around half of the duration (47%), both IDPs adopt a compact
conformation. Similar phenomena about the prevalence of
stretched conformation in the sustained association can be
observed in the analysis based on the alternative threshold
values of duration (i.e., 80, 120 ns; Figures S6 and S7). The
analysis of Rg distribution suggests that the IDP associations
with different durations are also related to their conformations.
Relatively extended conformation facilitates the exposure of
various regions of proteins and their involvement in IDP
interactions (see also the discussion about contact fraction of
residues in Figure 3C). The C-terminal region which can
mediate a stable IDP interaction can thus have a considerably
enhanced tendency to IDP interaction. As for the compact
conformation, the reduced exposure of protein suppresses the
involvement of such regions to IDP interaction: their
involvements are restraint by their exposures on protein
surface. The sequence tendency should thus be negligible.
Consequently, there are limited hydrogen bonds and salt
bridges between IDPs which resembles nonspecific transient
contact between structural proteins.
To validate the impacts of conformation fluctuation on the

involvement of C-terminal region and the association duration,
the symmetrized contact matrices of two series of associations
are analyzed separately (Figure 4C,F). The contact distribution
of sustained association is apparently concentrated in the C-
terminal contact-prone region (31 residues) with an occupancy
of 70%, much more than the other regions (the residue
combination of the rest 137 residues only accounts for 30% of
residue contacts). For comparison, the contact matrix of
transient contact is rather homogeneous. The C-terminal region
138−168 only contributes 36% of residue contacts, close to the
ratio of the residue combination with the C-terminal contact-
prone region involved (33%). Taken together, conformational
fluctuations, especially the extended conformation, serve as the
prerequisite for sustained association by favoring the exposure
and the involvement of the C-terminal contact-prone region.
Our results about the existence of finite hot region and the
relevance of conformational fluctuations could provide direct
evidence for the perspective “stickers” in IDPs62,63 as well as
the possible mechanism underlying the emergence of such
stickers.
To better illustrate the impact of conformational fluctuations

on the formation of sustained association, we analyze the
relationship of IDP conformation in the early stage of
association and the duration throughout all association events.
The average Rg of IDPs in the early stage, that is, 2 ns before
and after the occurrence of contact, are calculated, and the
larger one is considered. All 57 association events can thus be
organized according to the IDP conformation in their early
stage, that is, the association with the involvement of the IDP
adopting stretched conformation (Rg > 2.8 nm) and the
association with both IDPs in compact conformation (Rg < 2.8
nm). The correlation coefficient between the dichotomy index
of the IDP conformation and the association type with respect
to the duration (i.e., sustained association vs transient contact)

are then calculated (Figure S12). The correlation coefficient
for all association events is 0.31, suggesting a certain
correlation between association duration and the involvement
of IDP with extended conformation. More strikingly, IDPs
with stretched conformation are found to be involved in all
sustained associations. In other words, stretched conformation is
the necessary condition of sustained association. On the other
hand, IDPs with stretched conformation are also involved in
several transient contacts. Hence, involvement of stretched
conformation does not guarantee sustained association. Taken
together, the association duration is highly affected by the IDP
conformation in the early stage; stretched conformation serves as
a necessary but not sufficient condition of sustained association.
The stable IDP interaction in the sustained association
exclusively results from the stretched conformation. Such
conformation facilitates the exposure and subsequent inter-
action of the contact-prone region. The stretched conformation is
kinetically more stable (its lifetime is longer than the compact
counterpart, 12.69 ns vs 3.34 ns) and is conducive to the
accomplishment of sufficient association. Besides, the
expanded conformation is necessary for IDP to form
entanglement which can also lead to sustained association
(Figure S13). Hence, the expanded conformation in the early
stage is indispensable for the sustained IDP association.
As mentioned above, stretched conformation is also found to

be involved in the transient contact. In some cases, the exposed
C-terminal region 138−168 is also involved in the interaction
(Figure S10). However, the C-terminal region interacts with
the N-terminal G-rich region of the partner IDP which is
barely involved in the formation of hydrogen bond and salt
bridge. In other words, the interaction of C-terminal region
with the somewhat neutral region (i.e., G-rich region) of the
partner IDP cannot accomplish the stable association. On the
other hand, during the sustained association, the exposed C-
terminal region tends to interact with more active regions, for
example, the C-terminal region of the partner IDP. In addition,
the analysis of the conformation of IDP in sustained association
(Figure 4B) suggests such association may in turn stabilize
stretched conformation.
As indicated by our results, the conformational fluctuations

of IDPs are highly related to their interaction. The compact
conformation tends to form transient random contact. By
contrast, the expanded conformation facilitates association
through the interaction hot region or the protein entangle-
ment, both of which result in the association with sustained
duration. Hence, such stretched conformation can serve as the
necessary condition for sustained association. And such stable
association may reciprocally stabilize stretched conformation
(Figure 4B). As indicated by the previous study of FUS IDP,33

IDP interaction can increase secondary structure content. The
interaction of LAF-1 RGG domain modestly increases the
content of secondary structure, including β-turn, β-sheet, and
α-helix, from 11.1% (monomer) to 11.9% (during association),
while the contents in two series of associations are almost the
same: 11.9% (sustained association) and 11.8% (transient
contact). It is well recognized that the IDP interaction is
crucial to the formation and evolution of LLPS wherein the
conformational fluctuations of IDPs are considered to extend
their interaction range. Our results about LAF-1 RGG domain
suggest that the impact of inherent conformational fluctuations
of IDPs can be more profound, including the exposure of
contact-prone region and the enhanced stability of IDP
association as mediated by this region. Such contact-prone
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region emerging from protein conformational fluctuations can
significantly affect IDP interactions and may further facilitate
the formation and stabilization of LLPS.
Experimental Verification

As described by our simulation results, the C-terminal region
138−168 of LAF-1 RGG domain serves as the hot region for
sustained IDP association which essentially dominates the IDP
interaction and may eventually affect LLPS. To validate the
contribution of this region to the LLPS mediated by IDP
interaction, we express and purify LAF-1 RGG domain (WT)
and its variants with the deletion of the C-terminal region
138−168 (Δ138−168) for phase separation experiment. And
we also construct the additional variant with N-terminal region
1-31 deleted (Δ1−31) for comparison (Figures 5, Figures S14
and S15). Experiments show that Δ1−31 can form micro-sized
spherical phase-separated droplets, similar to WT. On the
other hand, only a few of Δ138−168 droplets can be observed,
indicating that the deletion of the C-terminal region 138−168
obviously weakens the phase-separation ability of RGG domain
(Figure 5A). Moreover, we built a phase diagram by measuring
whether phase separation droplets could be observed under
different salt conditions (Figure 5B), which has been widely
exploited to describe the protein phase-separation ability and
the underlying intermolecular interactions.15,16,28,29,56,57 WT
and Δ1−31 share similar phase diagram and exhibit similar
phase behavior, while the phase diagram of Δ138−168 is
apparently different. For any given salt concentration, the
critical protein concentration of Δ138−168 variant droplets is
much higher than for WT and Δ1−31 variant (Figure 5B). At
100 mM salt, the critical protein concentration for both WT
and Δ1−31 variant is 3 μM, while the critical concentration for
Δ138-168 variant increases by 66% (5 μM). The difference is
even more pronounced at 200 mM salt: the critical
concentration of Δ138−168 variant significantly increases to
10 μM, more than three-fold of WT which remains 3 μM.
Thus, the critical concentration of Δ138−168 variant should
be much higher than WT and Δ1−31 variant in the
physiological solution (i.e., 150 mM salt). Taken together,

the deletion of residues 138−168 significantly decreases the
phase-separation ability which is attributed to the reduced
protein−protein interaction.29,40,64 Considering the prevalence
of hydrogen bond and salt bridge in IDP association, it is
essential to simulate the IDP interaction in the solution with
higher salt concentration in the near future. The phase
separation experiment clearly illustrates that the C-terminal
region 138−168 serves as the critical region to regulate the
phase separation, while the N-terminal region 1−31 is largely
absent for the phase separation. Both agree with our simulation
results that C-terminal is important to the IDP interaction and
the resulting LLPS, while N-terminal is rather neutral (Figures
3 and S1).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we study the reversible association between LAF-
1 RGG domains and the impacts of their sequence and
conformational characteristics. In addition to the contact
events with a duration of tens of nanoseconds (i.e., transient
contact) which more or less resemble nonspecific contact
between structural proteins, there are association events with
considerable stability and sustained duration up to micro-
seconds (i.e., sustained association). IDPs form multiple
hydrogen bonds and salt bridges in these long-lasting
association events which essentially dominate the dynamics
of IDP interaction. More interestingly, the propensity of
residues participating in the IDP interaction is highly
heterogeneous. And there is a finite region in this low-
complexity IDP that exhibits an exceptional tendency (more
than twice of the other regions) to participate in the protein
interaction, that is, the C-terminal region 138−168, denoted as
the contact-prone region. This region is rich in charged/polar
residues and is overall neutral, which is conducive to the hot
region for IDP interaction. In other words, the enhancement of
IDP interaction is accompanied by the emergence of such
sequence tendency. Previous studies suggested that LLPS was
largely driven by the IDP sequence featured by the alternative
arrangement of positively and negatively charged residues.29,64

Figure 5. C-terminal region 138−168, which serves as the hot region for IDP interaction, is critical for liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS). (A)
DIC image of phase separated droplets formed by the LAF-1 RGG domain (WT) and the variants with deletion of residues 1−31 (Δ1−31) and
138−168 (Δ138−168). The experiment is performed at room temperature. (B) Corresponding phase diagrams as a function of salt and protein
concentrations. Red circles indicate no phase separation; green dots indicate phase separation (line drawn to guide the eye).
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Our findings about the contact-prone region in LAF-1 RGG
domain illustrate that the abundance of charged residues and
overall neutrality in a finite region (31 residues) are essential
for such unique protein association with substantial stability.
Hence, this finite region should largely affect the interaction of
the whole IDP chain and even affect the behavior of LLPS. Its
importance to the intermolecular interaction and the resulting
LLPS has been confirmed by the phase-separation experiment
of the variant Δ138−168. Moreover, the association of IDPs is
entwined with their inherent conformational fluctuations. The
expanded conformation serves as the necessary but not
sufficient condition for sustained association: it is conducive
to the emergence of contact-prone region which mediates such
stable association. On the other hand, all residues share a
similar tendency to participate in transient contact of relatively
compact proteins.
In summary, our results identify a finite contact-prone region

in LAF-1 RGG domain which exhibits an apparent tendency to
the interaction with other IDPs and is essential to the sustained
association. The emergence of such a hot region in the
preconceived low-complexity IDP is attributed to its inherent
conformational fluctuation. Thus, the seemingly random
interaction of IDP is actually dominated by the stable
associations mediated by finite regions. All these features are
distinct from the transient interaction of structural proteins.
There is growing evidence that the behavior of IDP monomer
is related to its collective behavior.43,65 Our findings about the
IDP association will be helpful in better understanding the
mechanism about the interaction as well as the formation and
mediation of LLPS, especially for a series of IDPs with
exceptionally low critical concentration. And it will be
interesting to explore the existence of such a hot region of
IDP interaction (i.e., contact-prone region) as well as the
relevance of conformational fluctuations and key residues (e.g.,
arginine and tyrosine) in other IDPs, especially other RGG
domains. Previous studies about the N-terminal DDX4
indicated that its LLPS could be attenuated by methylation
of a few arginine residues in a finite sequence region.37 Another
study about the TDP-43 C-terminal domain showed that the
ALS mutations within the 321−340 region could significantly
disrupt phase separation.66 The concept of a hot region of IDP
interaction is helpful to understand the impacts of modification
and mutation of these IDPs and to design mutations (e.g., the
mutation of key residues like arginine and tyrosine in the hot
region) to effectively regulate the LLPS behavior of other
IDPs. Besides, the existence of a hot region provides new
insights for the development of a characterization method for
the behavior of IDP interaction. For example, such a region
can be labeled with fluorescence dye; then the IDP interaction
and the involvement of this region can be effectively
characterized by the single molecular technique, including
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and
fluorescence resonance energy transfer in a quantitative way.

■ METHODS

Conformation of Monomeric LAF-RGG Domain
LAF-1 is a member of the DDX3 family of RNA helicases.15 It is the
main component of the membraneless organelles P granules in C.
elegans embryos.15,21 LAF-1 contains an intrinsically disordered, low-
complexity RGG domain composed of 168 residues at its N-terminal
region. This domain is rich in arginine (R) and glycine (G)
andconsidered as an essential ingredient for liquid−liquid phase
separation of LAF-1.15,52 Moreover, previous experimental studies

have shown that the isolated RGG domain can undergo liquid−liquid
phase separation in vitro.15 The effective concentration in the
condensed phase is very low (0.23−0.45 mM), suggesting that the
LAF-1 RGG domain is very efficient to engender LLPS.21 Therefore,
the RGG domain has been selected for studying the interactions
between IDPs and their relevance to the phase separation.
The LAF-1 RGG protein is constructed by Pymol67−69 and then

subjected to 100 ps relaxation simulation in vacuum. The resulting
conformation is placed in a cubic box with the dimension of 16 nm
and solvated by water molecules (i.e., single-protein system). Sodium
and chloride ions are added to neutralize the systems and mimic
physiological conditions (150 mM NaCl). The solvated system is
subjected to 50,000 steps of energy minimization, followed by 10 ns
NVT and 10 ns NPT simulation. A 2000 ns production run is
performed to investigate the conformational ensemble of RGG
domain.
Reversible Association between LAF-RGG Domains
In order to study the interaction between RGG domains, we further
construct the system with two proteins (i.e., double-protein system) by
adopting the most probable conformation obtained from the
simulation of single-protein system (i.e., Rg = 2.25 nm). It should be
noted that the IDP association in double-protein system is reversible
wherein they undergo dissociation and subsequent diffusion before
they reapproach each other (Figures S4A and S5). Hence, the
interaction modes of IDP with diverse conformations are effectively
considered in this work (Figure S4B). Two proteins are placed in a 16
nm × 16 nm × 16 nm box with an initial center-of-mass (COM)
distance of 6 nm; the protein concentration is 16.9 mg/mL (∼0.8
mM), which is on the same order of magnitude (∼10−1 mM) as the
RGG concentration in the droplets that condense in vitro.21

Appropriate amounts of sodium and chloride ions are added to
neutralize the system and mimic physiological conditions (150 mM
NaCl). Equilibrium procedure is similar to the single-protein system. A
total of 17 independent simulations are preformed to evaluate the
interaction between IDPs. The sustained protein association events
are observed in two independent simulations. These two simulations
are thus performed for 1500 ns to describe the whole association
event. The other 15 simulations are conducted for 1000 ns. To
comprehensively describe the behavior of IDP association, additional
simulations are conducted by considering the free energy excited state
of the single-protein system (i.e., Rg = 3.95 nm). 5 independent
simulations are performed, and the accumulated simulation time is 5
μs (Figure S3).
Computational Details
All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed using
GROMACS (version 2018.3)70 molecular modeling package, and
VMD71 is used for trajectory visualization. The a99SB-disp force
field72 is applied for protein, and the TIP4P-DE72 water model is
adopted. The a99SB-disp force field with the TIP4P-DE water model
is obtained by optimizing the torsion parameters and introducing
small changes in the vdW interaction terms from the a99SB-ILDN
force field73 with the TIP4P-D water model.74 The v-rescale
thermostat75 and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat76,77 are adopted to
control the temperature and pressure at 300 K and 1 bar, respectively.
The particle-mesh Ewald method is used to calculate the long-range
electrostatic interaction,78 while the short-range electrostatic inter-
action and vdW interactions are calculated with a cutoff of 1.2 nm,
and the periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three
directions.79 The covalent bonds with hydrogen atoms are con-
strained by the LINCS algorithm,80 which allows a time step of 2 fs.
Protein Engineering, Expression, and Purification
The genes for LAF-1 RGG WT, LAF-1 RGG △1−31, LAF-1 RGG
△70−100, and LAF-1 RGG △138−168 are custom synthesized
codon-optimized for expression in Escherichia Coli (GenScript,
China). The genes encoding the chimeras are constructed in pQE80L
vectors using standard molecular biology techniques. The constructed
plasmids are sequenced to confirm the correct protein sequence. The
proteins are expressed in E. coli (BL21) and purified by Co2+-affinity
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chromatography. The proteins are dialyzed into the solution
containing 500 mM NaCl and 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5) at room
temperature to avoid the phase separation and lyophilized before use.
Microscopic Imaging
For microscopy experiments, protein aliquots are mixed with buffer
(20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0−150 mM NaCl) to obtain solutions
containing the desired protein and NaCl concentrations. Protein
solutions containing 4 M urea are specially prepared to avoid the
phase separation and used to determine the protein concentrations
based on OD280nm using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo-
Fisher). All the micrographs are obtained using an OLYMPUS-IX73
microscope (OLYMPUS, USA).

■ DATA AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY
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